Background and Aim: Recent magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies have revealed structural and functional differences in the human brain before and after an electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) series in patients with depression. The hippocampus is one of the well-documented subcortical areas that show an increase in cortical volume following an ECT series. Moreover, some resting-state functional MRI studies have shown that an ECT series alters the connectivities of the hippocampus with several brain areas. However, it remains unknown whether ECT can induce some sustained neurofunctional alterations in the human brain. Methods: In this study of the depressive patients with and without a history of modified ECT (N = 5 and 9, respectively) using a cross-sectional design, we investigated the functional connectivity between the left and right hippocampi in terms of blood-oxygenation-level dependent signal changes with time by resting-state functional MRI. Results: Voxel-based morphometry showed no significant structural differences in hippocampal volume between the ECT and non-ECT groups. The ECT group showed a significantly lower functional connectivity between the same brain areas than the non-ECT group (p < 0.01). Conclusions: Although their clinical significance remains unclear, our results suggest that an ECT series induces a sustained neurofunctional alteration in the human brain.
Introduction
The hippocampus (HPC), which is located in the subcortical cortex, is one of the key regions that play significant roles in both cognition and mood function in patients with major depressive disorder (Duman, 2004; Sapolsky, 2004; Snyder, Soumier, Brewer, Pickel, & Cameron, 2011) . Several previous studies have shown a smaller gray matter (GM) volume of the left and/or right HPC in depressive patients than in healthy controls (Bell-McGinty et al., 2002; Steffens et al., 2000; Mervaala et al., 2000) . Consistently, memory functions and neuroplasticity in HPC have been shown by animal and human research to be likely impaired by stress (Videbech & Ravnkilde, 2004; Kim & Diamond, 2002) .
Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) is one of the major methods of treating drug-resistant depression. Recent neuroimaging studies have revealed structural and functional differences in the human brain before and after an ECT series (Dukart et al., 2014; Jorgensen et al., 2016; Ota et al., 2015) . Some studies have shown an increase in the GM volume of bilateral HPCs after ECT (Jorgensen et al., 2016; Ota et al., 2015) ; others have shown that an ECT series significantly contributes to the increase in the GM volume of the right HPC, but not to that of the left HPC (Dukart et al., 2014; Abbott et al., 2014) . Moreover, recent functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies of ECT in depression have shown some laterality of neuronal connectivity of HPC. That is, the right hippocampal connectivity with the left superior temporal lobe increased after an ECT series and correlated with the amelioration of depressive symptom, but no such increase in the left hippocampal connectivity with any brain regions was found (Abbott et al., 2014) .
The left and right HPCs are linked anatomically and functionally. Moreover, several significant differences in morphology and neuronal circuitry are observed between the left and right HPCs (Goto et al., 2010) , e.g., GM volume and NMDA receptor distribution. Thus, it is possible that anatomical and functional differences in response to ECT series can exist between the left and right HPCs.
On the basis of this assumption, ECT might alter the connectivity between the left and right HPCs, but knowledge about this alteration is still limited. In addition, most of the previous studies of morphological or functional alterations after ECT were conducted with short observational durations from a week to a few months, and there are only a few research studies focusing on the long-term effect of ECT on a patient's brain.
In this structural and resting-state functional MRI study using a cross-sectional design, we examined the morphological and functional symmetries between the left and right HPCs in elderly patients with and without a history of ECT. First, we performed a group comparison of the GM volume of the HPC between the ECT and non-ECT groups. Then, we compared between the ECT and non-ECT groups regarding the functional connectivity between the left and right HPCs in terms of blood-oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD) signal changes with time. Gunma University Hospital (7 inpatients and 7 outpatients). The details of demographic data were shown in Table 1 . All the subjects enrolled in this study were right-handed as assessed using the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971) . For the evaluation of their past and current psychological conditions, the DSM-IV-TR Axis I Disorder (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) was used. We used the Hamilton depression Rating Scale (HAM-D) to assess their depression grade (Hamilton, 1967) . To attenuate the effect of severity of depressive symptoms on the analysis of MRI data, only those who showed HAM-D scores below 10 (i.e., defined as remitted condition) were enrolled as subjects in this study. Moreover, the Japanese version of Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) was conducted for cognitive function assessment (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975; Ideno, Takayama, Hayashi, Takagi, & Sugai, 2012) .
All the subjects in the ECT and non-ECT groups had taken antidepressants Table 1 . Demographic characteristics of study subjects. Table 1 ). All the subjects provided their written informed consent. The study protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of Gunma University. This research has an observational and retrospective study design, and the patients had received treatments based only on clinical significance.
ECT Methods
All the patients were administered modified ECT 3 times a week using a brief-pulse square wave ECT device (Thymatron System IV, Somatics LLC, Lake Bluff, IL, USA). In all the patients, propofol was administered for anesthesia induction, and succinylcholine for muscle relaxation. All the patients were administered modified ECT bilaterally by bitemporal electrode placement at an energy dosage 1.5 times above the seizure threshold. The seizure threshold is defined as the minimum stimulus dosage required generating an EEG seizure for at least 25 s. The initial dosage was determined by the half-age method.
T1-Weighted Anatomical Imaging and Functional MRI Data Acquisition
Brain MRI was performed using Siemens 3-T Trio with a 12-channel head coil 
Measurements of GM Volumes in Left and Right HPCs by T1-Weighted Imaging
For measurements of GM volumes in the left and right HPCs in each subject, T1-weighted volumetric images were analyzed using SPM8 (Wellcome Depart- was to render the final VBM statistical data reflective of the "volume" change rather than the "concentration" change in GM. GM image segments were inspected for segmentation artifacts, then smoothed using an isotropic Gaussian kernel of 12 mm full width at half maximum (FWHM), to accommodate individual differences in the sulcal and gyral anatomy, and to meet the distributional assumptions of the general linear models necessary for statistical analysis. An absolute threshold mask of 0.10 was used to avoid possible edge effects around the border between GM and the white matter. Finally, we determined the GM volumes in the left and right HPCs, respectively, as follows: the mean signal intensities on T1-weighted images were extracted from the left or right HPC using the Harvard-Oxford Subcortical Structural Atlas from Version 6.0, which is part of the FMRIB's Software Library (FSL, http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl), using a probability threshold mask of 60 ( Figure 1 ). In addition, the left and right cerebral hemispheres were also estimated as control ROIs, using the atlas of AAL (http://www.gin.cnrs.fr/AAL).
Functional Connectivity between Left and Right HPCs in Terms of BOLD Signal Changes with Time
The obtained resting-state functional MRI data were analyzed using a temporal band-pass filter from 0.008 to 0.09 Hz with the AFNI program (http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni) (Cox, 1996) : 3 dB and pass (Figure 2 ). Then, we extracted the mean BOLD signal changes with time within each ROI in the left or right HPC in each subject using the AFNI program: 3dROIstats. Pearson's product-moment correlation coefficient was used as an index of connectivity between the left and right HPCs in each subject, which was computed in terms of the mean BOLD signal changes with time within the above-mentioned ROIs, i.e., the left and right hemispheres of the cerebrum and HPC using the AFNI program: 3 dfim.
Statistical Analyses
Pearson's correlation analysis was conducted to estimate the association between demographic characteristics and MRI data. The unpaired Student t-test was used for comparison between the ECT and non-ECT groups.
Results
No significant differences between the ECT and non-ECT groups were observed in age, years of education, and scores of HAM-D and MMSE. Moreover, morphometry showed no significant differences between the ECT and non-ECT groups in terms of the GM volume of all ROIs, i.e., the left and right hemis- 
Discussion
Despite the high effectiveness of ECT, the mechanism of ECT is still unknown.
However, in recent years, the findings regarding the effects of ECT on brain volume and neurofunction have gathered using Voxel-based morphometry and functional MRI. Although several previous research studies have shown the increase in the GM volume of HPC after ECT (Dukart et al., 2014; Jorgensen et al., 2016; Ota et al., 2015) , the morphometry carried out in this study showed no significant differences between the ECT and non-ECT groups in the GM volume of all ROIs, i.e., the left and right hemi-spheres of the cerebrum and HPC. The observational durations after ECT in those previous studies [within 3 months (Dukart et al., 2014) , 1 -4 weeks (Jorgensen et al., 2016) , and 9.0 ± 14.6 days (Ota et al., 2015) ] were shorter than that in our study (0.86 ± 1.59 years). This might be a reason for the absence of a significant difference in GM volume between the ECT and non-ECT groups in our study. Nordanskog's study showed no significant difference between the GM volume of HPC before ECT and that 6 months after ECT (Nordanskog, Larsson, Larsson, & Johanson, 2014) , which might support our finding.
In this study, the ECT group showed a significantly lower connectivity between the left and right HPCs than the non-ECT group. On the other hand, no significant difference in the connectivity between the left and right cerebral hemispheres was found between the ECT and non-ECT groups, which were measured as control ROIs. These findings suggest that the depressive subjects with a history of ECT show sustained neurofunctional alterations, and that is greater asymmetry between bilateral hippocampal activities than those without a history of ECT.
The left and right HPCs are directly connected by the hippocampal commissure (Wilson, Culver, Waddington, & Gazzaniga, 1975) , and their activities show definite synchronization (Goto et al., 2010) . Consistently, all the subjects enrolled in this study showed significant correlations between the left and right HPCs in terms of the BOLD signal changes with time in resting-state functional MRI. On the other hand, the above-mentioned difference between the ECT and non-ECT groups in the connectivity between the left and right HPCs was observed in this study. The pathophysiological mechanisms underlying our findings are difficult to explain, because to the best of our knowledge there are no studies in which the connectivity between the left and right HPCs have been investigated in subjects with a history of ECT. It can be speculated that the functional difference between the left and right HPCs affected our results, as shown by the laterality of NMDA receptor distribution in the HPCs in a previous study (Goto et al., 2010) . Since ECT is suggested to alter NMDA receptor (Park et al., 2014) and glutamate/glutamine expression levels (Michael et al., 2003) , the asymmetric effects of ECT on neuronal HPC circuits associated with NMDA might occur after ECT. Further studies to reveal the pathophysiological mechanisms underlying the long-term effects of ECT on brain function are neces- There were several limitations in this study. The power value was 0.08 in this study that was not enough to avoid type II error, owing to its small sample size.
Furthermore, we were unable to analyze the causal relationship, that is, the effect of an ECT series on functional brain activities over a natural course, because of the cross-sectional design of this study. The ECT methods also lacked uniformity. Furthermore, the associations of psychological and cognitive functions with connectivity between the left and right HPCs should be investigated in detail, because HPC plays significant roles in the functions. Future studies using a longitudinal design having a large number of subjects and psychological and cognitive assessments will be required. Moreover, previous studies showed that cognitive functions were declined immediately after ECT than baseline (Bodnar et al., 2016 ), but did not change significantly 6 months or 12 months after ECT (Nordanskog, Larsson, Larsson, & Johanson, 2014) . Future longitudinal design research with a longer observation period over one year is needed.
In summary, the results of our study suggest that long-term neurofunctional alterations of connectivity between the left and right HPCs may occur. Whether an ECT series can cause neurofunctional alteration in the human brain is a very important issue clinically. Therefore, it is necessary that knowledge gained from studies such as this continue to be accumulated in the future.
